Zones of Freedom: Look Closer
Ruth Ossai shows photographs
that push the boundaries of
gender and identity.
Can you find the person shown
here in the gallery?

Gallery Trail
Africa State of Mind

Tick the box when found.
Do you think this person is . . .

fun
angry
proud
smart

intelligent

creative

sociable
quiet
loud

lonely
unhappy

wise

calm

Other

Circle the words which best
describe your thoughts.
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Well done explorers! You made it to the end of the trail. We hope you have enjoyed it and
learnt something. Show your trail sheet and drawings to the Gallery Assistants as they
would love to see what you have made.
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Welcome Gallery Explorers!
Time to get your thinking caps on by doing the fun activities in this gallery trail
and exploring the fantastic work on show at Impressions Gallery.
Please explore with an adult if you can, and if you have any questions you can
ask the friendly Gallery Assistant on the Welcome Desk.

Our exhibition is called ‘Africa State of Mind’ and shows work by 13
photographers from Africa.
Have a go at these fun and creative activities as you explore the
exhibition.

Map Scramble!
Did you know that Africa is the 2nd largest continent in the world, with
54 countries and over 1 billion people living there.

Let’s get looking

Morocco

alrigea

Your first task as a gallery explorer is to find these images below in the
exhibiton Africa State of Mind. Tick the boxes when you find them.
lami

dansu
airegin

ethpiaio

nyake

Photograph Explorer

golaan

Pick a photograph in the exhibition
that stands out to you. On a scale
of 0 - 5 (5 being best) how many
stars would you give?
thosu
fraica

Uh oh! some of the countries names have been scrambled on the map
of Africa.

How does this photograph make
you feel? Circle your answer(s)
happy

sad

scared

thoughtful

excited

Can you help us unscramble them? Write your answers below.

joyful

tip: look at the giant map of Africa on the pink wall for clues!

reflective

adventurous
other
Which zone is the photograph in?

Use your creative skills to
draw your chosen photo in the
frame above.

alrigea

thosu fraica

airegin

ethpiaio

dansu

golaan

nyake

lami

